
 
 
 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
 
Subject:  IMEDIA - YR11-R084-Story Telling with a Comic Strip                              
   Time: 1 Hour 
 
Learning Objective: To be able to understand the Target audiences for comic strips & the Physical 
characteristics of comic strip characters. 
 
Set 1 Task: Open a PowerPoint or Publisher document with the title ‘Target audience and Comic strips. 
Using titles text from https://cooltext.com/ to make your work stand out. Using internet search find 
out what the ‘Target Audience for comics’ means. Please do not, copy and paste definitions from the 
internet.  You need to put these into your own words.  
 
 Then with a google search, review a selection of comics and insert the comic strip images into your 
document. Every comic has a target audience so for each Comic strip image you have selected, state 
what age group the comic strip would be suited to. For example, would young children aged 5-6 years 
like a ‘Garfield comic’? Would boys aged 7-11 years like ‘Marvel & DC comics’? Would Teenagers like 
Dr Who Comics? 
 
 
Set 2 Task: 
 
Add a new sub heading to your document with the title ‘Physical Characteristics of Comic strip Characters’. 
Every character that appears in a comic strip has its own artistic style and looks. For example, the way 
superheroes like ‘Batman’ are drawn and appear in the comics is different to the way cartoons of animal 
characters such as ‘Scooby Do’ the dog are drawn.  
 
Your task is to find a good variety of comic strip characters, paste images of these into your document. Then in 
your own words, write-down the similarities and differences you see in how these comic strip characters are 
drawn and how they appear in the comic strips. 

 
Save your work: 
Save your work as ‘R084-Comic strip target audiences’. Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the 
lesson you are doing and the date. For example: T.Smith ICT 8 April 
 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: cparmar@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
 
Thank you 
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